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IMDb: imdb.me/dylanstumer
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/dylanstumer
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DylanStumerActor/
Website: https://www.dylanstumer.com/

Accolades:
2021: Apex Film Awards - (BEST Horror) – “The Shadow In The Attic”
2020: Tagore International Film Festival – Best Actor “What We Have Seen”
2020: Tagore International Film Festival – Outstanding Achievement award

Nominations:
2021: Hollywood HottorFest (Semi - Finalist) - “The Shadow In The Attic”
2021: Monza Film Festivial (Honorable Mention) - “The Shadow In The Attic”
2021: Indjex Film Fest (Official Selection) - “The Shadow In The Attic”
2021: Onyko Film Awards (Official Selection) - “The Shadow In The Attic”
2021: The Action SCI-FI Fantasy Film Festivial (Official Selection) - “The Shadow In The
Attic”
2021: Horror Bowl Movie Awards (Official Selection) - “The Shadow In The Attic”
2021: Frostbite International Indie Fest (Official Selection) - “The Shadow In The Attic”
2021: MonsterFlix Awards (Official Selection) - “The Shadow In The Attic”
2021: Tokyo International Film Festivial (Official Selection) - “The Shadow In The Attic”
2021: Canadian International Faith & Family Film Festival (Official Selection) - "Love
Unseen"
2021: Christian Family Film Festival (Official Selection) - "Love Unseen"
2021: Global Indie Film Fest (Official Selection) - "Love Unseen"
2021: Official Selection/Best Short Film at the International Christian Film & Music Festival –
“Love Unseen”
2021: Gold Coast Film Festival – (Emerge Selection) – “Love Club”
2021: (Honorable Mention) – Women’s International Film Festival – “Love Club”
2020: Brisbane Backyard Film Festival – (Official Selection) – “Isolis”
2020: BIFF | Screen Queensland Short Film Award Nominee – “The Last Day”
2020: Shorties Film Festival – (Official Selection) – “The Last Day”
2020: REEL Music Video Festival – Finalist – “Can’t Help The Way”
2020: Focus International Film Festival – (Official Selection) - “What We Have Seen”
2020: Andromeda Film Festival – (Official Selection) - “What We Have Seen”
2020: Flick Fair Film Festival – (Official Selection) - “What We Have Seen”
2020: DMOFF Film Festival – (Official Selection) - “What We Have Seen”
2019: Lift off Film Festival - (Official Selection) - “Just Like You”

Interviews Star Central Magazine – https://starcentralmagazine.com/rising-stars/2020/10/10/dylanstumer/

Viewties - https://issuu.com/viewties/docs/october2020/14

Occhi Magazine (New York) - https://occhimagazine.com/in-conversation-with-actor-dylanstumer/

Indie activity - https://www.indieactivity.com/interview-dlan-stumer-on-the-last-day-as-lucas-high-school/

Interview: Dylan Stumer on ‘The Last Day’ as
Lucas in High School

Dylan Stumer (Lucas) and Hayden Parsons (Brandon) in “The Last Day”. Photo by Ian Ducao

“The Last Day” is a short film from directed by Joshua Allan. The film is about Lucas (an aspiring
musician) and his best friend Brandon at a brief moment on the last day at high school. We seat with
Dylan Stumer who plays Lucas, and talk to him about his role in the film. Enjoy!

indieactivity: Hello Dylan, it is great to talk with you?
Dylan Stumer: Guys! It is my pleasure actually!

indieactivity: How did you get connected to the project? Did you have to audition? If you did, would
still have got the part?
Dylan Stumer: I came across the casting call online, and after reading the story and each character –
I knew I had to be part of this film. I auditioned, and about two weeks later did a chemistry test with
another actor. We both ended up booking our roles!

indieactivity: As main cast on the film, how did this ‘choice’ work for you?
Dylan Stumer: I loved the audition process for “The Last Day”. It was so rewarding. From audition to
chemistry test… finally getting the email saying I had the role was amazing. It brings me so much joy
and happiness to hear that I’ve booked something – not just because I get to be bring this character
to life, but because I also get to be involved with the story.

Dylan Stumer (Lucas) and Hayden Parsons (Brandon) in “The Last Day”. Photo by Ian Ducao

indieactivity: What part of the story challenged you when you read it? What drove you to get on the
project?
Dylan Stumer: There’s a very big reflection scene. I really wanted to show the audience what Lucas –
my character – was feeling and experiencing at that point. He is holding onto some things, and
letting go of others. It was this point that really drove me into the script.

“The Last Day” follows Lucas, an aspiring musician, and his friend Brandon in the last few brief
moments of their last day in high school. Lucas wants to pursue a music career, but due to his
mother’s apprehension with that path, wrestles with embracing what his vision for the future
actually is. When Brandon reveals that he’s moving away, the friends experience a moment of
conflict. Brandon calls Lucas out on his indecision, which leads to him eventually deciding to
embrace the path that’s right for him – even if that means saying goodbye to all he has known for
the last 17 years.

indieactivity: You’re not new to indie films. What do you enjoy about the work that keeps you
working?
Dylan Stumer: For me, personally, it’s the ability to create and collaborate. From other cast to crew
and every process in between – we get to experience so much. I want people to learn something
from the stories we tell and walk away having discovered something new; to think and feel
differently to before. We get to do that ourselves as we make the film. It keeps us coming back again
and again.

indieactivity: Give an example of a direction you received from the director during the production?
Dylan Stumer: Joshua Allan, our director, was awesome. Before we got stuck into an emotional
scene, he would talk to me about it and really set what his intention was for it in my head. He was
clear, but also gave me room to explore Lucas and what he meant to me.

indieactivity: How did you create your character from ground up?
Dylan Stumer: I took everything I had about him – parents, friends, school, music, guitars, lifestyle… I
collected it and built Lucas’s shoes. I got to walk around as him and thought about the steps he was
having to take – and the ones he was thinking about. BIG decisions but great ones too.

The film touches on some pretty universal things, ones that are very relatable for those in the ‘inbetween’ of their life. Where seasons are closing and new ones are beginning. We are discovering
who we are in those moments, and creating Lucas, experiencing that through him, was awesome.

Joshua also created a playlist for us – and that helped so much! Especially, since Lucas is driven by
music.
indieactivity: As main cast on the film, describe the feeling of responsibility that you shouldered.
Where you scared? Or did it fire you up? What scenes where difficult to shoot?
Dylan Stumer: Lucas is an interesting character. He’s someone I wanted to explore. Being a lead can
be daunting, but I just want to make sure I know what the character is going through and do justice
to that experience. I want to give him 100% – to give the whole cast and crew my 100%. You have to
when you work in this industry. It’s all or nothing. I get so fired up by it! It really drives me. Other
cast members, Hayden Parsons and Katy Ferguson, were incredible too. That helps so much.

indieactivity: Explain one creative choice you made on set during production?
Dylan Stumer: There were lots of little things that I got to do. One day, I got to toy with a golf ball
between takes and got to use it during shooting. It added an extra layer, some new texture to the
character. Something Lucas was doing – some fiddling for inspiration and thought.

indieactivity: What did you take away from the film production?
Dylan Stumer: I came away feeling very happy. The story is extremely important to me – everyone in
the world experiences what Lucas does at some point, in their own way. I want the audience to be
able to relate to it. Change is hard and taking the first steps toward them is even harder.

But – we have to follow our dreams, learn from our pasts, and let go of comfort zones. I hope the
audience sees part of their own journey in that, and can appreciate how far they themselves have
come with many of their own decisions. I came away feeling so inspired and I want others to feel it
too.

indieactivity: What do you like most about the director, and his/her collaboration with his/her
team?
Dylan Stumer: The team was amazing on this crew. Joshua Allan was spot on with every move he
made and every creative decision he implemented. You could see the team work at all times! The
crew had worked together previously, and the flow on set was easy. James Wong our producer was
also incredible! And our DOP Phoebe Green was outstanding, capturing them beautiful shots!

Joshua also kept talking about the character, how Lucas might be feeling, and what he might do
next. The clear direction made exploring the story much easier. It let me appreciate the journey just
that much more.

indieactivity: What is next for you?
Dylan Stumer: Another film! I start in just a few days. I am so excited to begin a new project and
bring another story to life alongside some wonderful, creative, talented people.

indieactivity: What advice do you give actors regarding what you learnt on the project?
Dylan Stumer: Don’t be scared and take those steps! Suggest the little changes you think suit your
character better. Most directors, if not all, want to hear your input and understand how you read
the character – and how you feel and interpret within a scene. Communicate and collaborate –
creative things happen when those things combine!

Joshua let me explore Lucas and add my own bits and pieces to him. It brought the scenes to life and
made filming that much better. I appreciate it so much.

My Village News (Magazine) - https://myvillagenews.com.au/february-2020/

Indie Activity - https://www.indieactivity.com/dylan-stuners-high-school-comedy-horror-daniels-killerbirthday-is-hot/

Interview: Dylan Stumer’s High School
“Comedy-Horror”, Daniel’s Killer Birthday is
HOT

Dylan Stumer plays “Daniel” in Daniel’s Killer Birthday – Photo by Cassandra Warner

Daniel’s Killer Birthday is a short film that can be placed in a genre somewhere between high-school
comedy and zombie horror. The story is about friendship, fitting in, acknowledging past mistakes
and hordes of the undead. It explores the themes of friendship, through the main character Daniel, a
lonely high schooler who fakes an interest in the occult to make friends, and the eventual spell he
cast that actually worked.

Dylan Stumer stars in the lead role of “Daniel” in Daniel’s Killer Birthday. This short film is written
and directed by Robert Shields, produced by Cassandra Warner. We talked to Dylan about his work
making the film.

indieactivity: Hello Dylan, it is great to have you?
Dylan Stumer: Hey guys, it is great to be here. It is such a pleasure.

indieactivity: How did you get connected to the project? Did you have to audition? If you did, would
still have got the part?
Dylan Stumer: These roles have a way of finding me! I came across this one from a friend with
regards to a test-shoot. I helped with that, and after wrapping I mentioned to the director that I’d
love to audition for the role too. A few weeks later and I had the part!
The lesson for me here was to always try help out wherever you can, and get in front of as many
creative people as you can – show what you can bring to the table and be authentic and yourself.

On the set of Daniel’s Killer Birthday Photo by Rylee Martinsen

indieactivity: As one of the main cast on the project, how did this ‘choice’ work for you?
Dylan Stumer: It didn’t really – in this case! I was just lending a hand and had the extra time to work
with the director. It was an insider bonus! I put myself out there and it worked out.

indieactivity: What part of the story challenged you when you read it? What drove you to get on the
project?
Dylan Stumer: Languages! There’s this particular scene in the film where we had to speak Latin. I
remember reading it and was worried that I wouldn’t be able to get it right. In the end, we got it
though – it came out great! I loved the script from the first time I read it – it was like watching it play
out on screen as I read it the first time. I knew I had to be involved.

indieactivity: You’re not new to indie films. What do you enjoy about the work that keeps you
working?
Dylan Stumer: Personally, it has to be the cast, crew, and story. The fundamentals of a good film
experience! I am an actor – I want to create and be creative. I want people to learn something from
the stories we tell and to walk away having discovered something new; to be thinking and feeling on
a different level than before. Film lets us do that – indie and otherwise.

indieactivity: Give an example of a direction you received from the director during the production?
Dylan Stumer: Robert was an amazing director – and so clear about what he wanted. He knew how
to speak to the cast and crew and was so respectful and knowledgeable. There was not one direction
that stood out – he was consistently wonderful. He would breakdown scenes and make sure we
were connected to our characters and their journey. We also got some amazing rehearsal days, and
that helped a lot!

Daniel’s Killer Birthday – Photo by Cassandra Warner

indieactivity: How did you create your character from ground up?
Dylan Stumer: I always start with a thorough read. I just sit and go over the script and experience it
from the first time. From there, I took what I knew about the character, my parents, my “friends”,
interests, my goal, my past and everything in between and shaped him from there. Throughout the
film, Daniel has incredible growth. I loved the difference of the character from the beginning to the
end. I just let myself experience that evolution with him and appreciate each component that led to
it.

indieactivity: As main cast on the film, describe the feeling of responsibility that you shouldered.
Where you scared? Or did it fire you up? What scenes where difficult to shoot?
Dylan Stumer: Being a lead is definitely a big responsibility. I wanted to be sure I brought my AGame every day and do justice to the character and the story. I made sure every cast member, crew
member, and everyone else felt welcome. I wanted us to be able to work together, communicate,
and collaborate. We had a difficult scene in a car; or, not difficult but definitely a turning point.
Emotion is high and we had to be able to trust each other on the set. To be true to the filming
experience. I had to have that relationship with everyone to make sure it came out the way it
needed to.

indieactivity: What did you take away from the film production?
Dylan Stumer: I now understand a little Latin! Haha. But, film makes family. I have so many new
friends and an appreciation for the teamwork involved in this production. It has to be one of the best
shorts I’ve ever worked on. I got so much confidence from the team and my fellow cast members –
Bethany Stewart, Nick Perrin, Niam Mayes, and Colleen Johnston-Devin were incredible to work
with. It was a great shoot, a great team… and that is what makes a great short.

indieactivity: Explain one creative choice you made on set during production?
Dylan Stumer: I can’t give too much away on this one! There’s a library scene, and I had an idea to
add an action at the end that fit perfectly. The director loved the addition.

indieactivity: What do you like most about the director, and his collaboration with his team?
Dylan Stumer: Robert knew what he wanted and he explained his vision clearly. He helped us
understand our characters perfectly and the team effort he inspired was incredible.

indieactivity: What is next for you?
Dylan Stumer: I have another short film beginning within a few days! I am so excited to be on
another project – it’s filled with talent and creativity

indieactivity: What advice do you give actors regarding what you learnt on the project?
Dylan Stumer: When reading a script, if there is something you think you can’t do – don’t be afraid
of it. Talk to the director, and start learning. Express your concerns honestly, but also express that
you want to work through them and utilise your team so that you can bring your A-Game to set.

Once I spoke up about my concerns about speaking Latin, Robert talked us through what each word
meant, how to approach it, and how to deliver it. Never have doubt – push yourself and trust the
process. It is a process! You’ve got this!

Indie Activity – https://www.indieactivity.com/dylan-stumer-aussie-actor-talks-craft-staying-relevantready/

Interview: Dylan Stumer Aussie Actor talks
Craft, Staying Relevant and Ready

Carrie McLeod Photography

Dylan Stumer got his first taste of acting in school plays, but he’d say that the real turning point for
him was when he watched “Zathura: A Space Adventure” (2005). It made him say in his heart ‘Yep,
this is what I want to do for the rest of my life. I want to make movies’. Dylan Stumer wanted to be
involved in something like that: to act and tell stories that get audiences to think, feel, and
experience something beyond themselves.

Since then, Dylan has never looked back. he’s been involved with so many amazing productions and
been able to meet some truly incredible and talented people. He have loved the process and fallen
in love with the process. From acting and dialogue coaching, to castings, and everything in between.
This industry has provided me with so many invaluable experiences.

indieactivity: Did you study acting?
Dylan Stumer: I am constantly training in my craft. I have had the pleasure to work with Kristina
Sexton (On Set Coaching), who is beyond incredible and knows how to talk to an actor to get them
into the right frame of mind for a role. I’ve also trained with Denise Woods (Speak it clearly) on my
US accent, and she really knows her stuff!

I’ve also been lucky to train with coaches and casting directors, and am always learning on set!
Training in acting is so important – no matter how you do it. It’s good to be up-to-date and it doesn’t
matter what level you’re at – you should always be growing. Every successful actor will tell you this.

My advice to other artists is to always keep learning. It doesn’t have to be expensive training – find
what works for you and do it. Hone your crat. Short films, scene practice with friends, watching
scene breakdowns online, behind the scenes clips, weekend workshops, yearlong studies… there are
endless opportunities to grow. So grow!

PRIMAL - Phoenix Wilson

I like the example that I was given that acting is “like a sport. If you want to play for the Queensland
Maroons, you need to train to get there. Professional sport players can’t stop training for months
and then go into a big game”. It just doesn’t work. The same applies with acting. You need to train to
get better and work your way up in the industry.

indieactivity: What acting technique do you use?
Dylan Stumer: Personally, I don’t really have a technique, per-say. But, when I get a script I like to
take a deep breath and just read it. I take it all in and embrace the journey and the story my
character is participating in. You can only read a script for the first time once, so it’s important to
enjoy it and experience its wholeness.

indieactivity: Do you take courses to improve our craft?
Dylan Stumer: Absolutely! I’m about to begin an 8 week workshop which I’m really looking forward
to. I also do private coaching on the side when I’m not working on projects. This includes workshops
with casting directors – which I think are really important because you get to put yourself in their
shoes. You get to understand what casting sees and go beyond a simple “Males 16 – 25” brief.

You also get to imagine how many people are going to get submitted to the CD. Your headshot is on
this little box on a computer screen with 100’s if not 1000’s of other actors. Doing workshops with
Casting Directors helps by letting them know who you are and your acting ability, and helps them
notice you automatically. It also gives you those insights that you need to thrive in an audition.

A Quiet Street in Pallarenda – Emily Reid

indieactivity: What acting books do you read?
Dylan Stumer: Acting in LA (Author, Kristina Sexton) – I highly recommend this book! It’s your go to
place for answers.

indieactivity: How do you keep fit as an actor?
Dylan Stumer: This industry is very fast-paced and there’s weeks where I can have up to 8+ auditions
and it can become very hectic. Mental health is so important. I find time to meditate and take a deep
breath before I have to go – then I’m ready! I think it’s also important for all actors to be reminded
that they should learn to cope with rejection. Don’t let it affect you too deeply. Don’t take it
personally. Just go to your audition with confidence and really make sure you understand the story,
character, relationships ect. Even if you think you made a mistake or stuffed up. Be prepared! And
DON’T let your inner critic control you or how you perform. Keep your head high and walk out with
the same amount of confidence that you walked in with. You did your best. Accept. Train. Repeat.

indieactivity: How do you prepare for a role, when you get it?
Dylan Stumer: I always do a first read-through of a script to embrace it, then I get to dissect it. I
speak with the director and get all the information I need, then fall into research for characters,
music, major events – anything that adds depth and context to my performance and to the story.
Helping my character reach his full potential involves building his world, so that is exactly what I do.

indieactivity: How create a character from a script into a person?
Dylan Stumer: As mentioned above, when I get a script I just take it and I read it and sit in that story.
I embrace the journey that my character is taking and the wholeness of the first read. The next step
is to understand each scene, my character’s motivations, relationships, and all that.

Everything just falls into place after that. You build a world bit by bit and then have to translate it
onto the screen.

Foley – Can’t Help The Way – Layla Hutchins

I believe every character has a certain amount of yourself in it too; it is the actor’s job to bring that
forward and give it life. I also like to try and fill in the blanks in the characters life because the plot in
the script is set at that point in time. I like to create a backstory, parents, best friends, and favourite
food, anything that I can do to make him as real as possible.
indieactivity: Explain one creative choice you took on set?
Dylan Stumer: I had to make some very creative choices on the most recent film I wrapped “A Quiet
Street In Pallarenda”. The Director Erin Huber wrote my character more than perfect. I understood
her vision and her goal of “Dan” (My Character). While at rehearsals I improv a line as it suited my
character and the situation perfectly. It was then used in principal shooting. We worked creatively
together, making choices to bring the full intention of the story to life. In other films, sometimes it’s
just the slightest added movement which brings more life to the character. I got to make a few on
another short film “The Last Day”.

indieactivity: Describe one memorable character you played?
Dylan Stumer: So far, the most memorable character I’ve played would have to be ‘Daniel’ in
“Daniel’s Killer Birthday” (2019). Writer & Director Robert Shields created a beautiful story; you can
feel the passion in it when you read the script. Daniel was such an exciting character to explore and
play around with, and the cast and crew made the whole experience so memorable.
It is a coming of age story that explores friendship, fitting in, and how to get through both while
dealing with hordes of the undead. It is so interesting – and the team was amazing.

indieactivity: What do you want most from a director?
Dylan Stumer: Collaboration! I love it when I can work with a director and really nail what they’re
after. If we can align a vision for a scene and character, and explore plots as a unit – that’s just
amazing. Teamwork is key!

The Last Day – Ian Ducao

indieactivity: What actors do you long to work with?
Dylan Stumer: This is so hard! There are so many talented actors out there – and so many that we
don’t know about yet! But, if I had to pick… Sandra Bullock, Sarah Paulson, and Leonardo DiCaprio. In
no particular order, of course.

indieactivity: Why?
Dylan Stumer: They have talent, range, and their performances are always consistent and mind
blowing. Their dedication to their craft is inspiring.

indieactivity: What advice do you give actors around the world?
Dylan Stumer: Have fun, train, laugh, and enjoy it! We have the opportunity to make something
beautiful and should respect that process. Don’t climb to fast – and don’t climb over anyone else.
Take the small steps you need to advance in your own way in your own time. There is no stop watch
or set plan. Just believe in who you are, what you can do, and what you want to do. Stop comparing
and start remembering why you began.

indieactivity: Briefly write about your career?
Dylan Stumer: I am auditioning, self-taping, and testing for lead, supporting, and guest-star roles.
Recent leading roles include Daniel in “Daniel’s Killer Birthday”, Dustan in “Countdown”, and Lucas in
“The Last Day”. I have also been working on a few web-series’ and have been involved in stunt work
for films like “Primal” and “Just Like You”. I worked with professional stunt coordinators to legitimise
action sequences and am always working to expand my skill set with coaching, accent training, and
more. I am staying relevant and ready!
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